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F700K 9 – 36kg @ R2275.00 

F500K 0 – 18kg @ R2160.00 
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To receive your FREE weekly HANDBRAKES 
& HAIRPINS eMagazine, or if you’d like to 
share this with a friend please send your 
e-mail address to evan.hhmag@gmail.com. 
HANDBRAKES & HAIRPINS is not a SPAM 
e-mail: email addresses are added to the mailing 
list voluntarily.

All content copyrighted property of HANDBRAKES & 
HAIRPINS, 2007-12. This publication is fully protected by 
copyright and nothing may be reprinted in whole or in part 
without written permission from the editor. While reasonable 
precautions have been taken to ensure the accuracy of 
information from sources and given to readers, the editor 
cannot accept responsibility for any inconvenience or damage 
that may arise therefrom.
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Editor Evan Rothman

Favourite rally car? Audi Quattro S2
Current favourite WRC driver? Mads Østberg
Favourite WRC rally? WRC Rallye Deutschland
Favourite rally? Total Rally, South Africa

Tweets too much about rallying, loves nothing 
more than spectating on a forest rally, and has 
aspirations of being the world’s greatest rally 
journalist. He’s also oftentimes seen with a 
camera in his one hand and his mobile phone 
ringing in his pocket at the most inopportune 
times.

E-mail us evan.hhmag@gmail.com
Call us +27 83 452 6892
Surf us http://wp.me/pkXc
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Contributors Liga Stirna, Patrick Vermaak, Motorpics, 
Newspress.
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Photojournalist Eva Kovkova

Favourite rally car? Citroën C4 WRC
Current favourite WRC driver? Mads Østberg
Favourite WRC rally? Vodafone Rally de Portugal
Favourite rally? White Nights Rally, Lahdenpohja, 
Russia

Likes to walk in the Swedish snow forests or on 
Portuguese dusty hills, likes to freeze, to get wet 
in the rain or to melt from the heat during photo 
hunts for fl ying cars and smiling faces. Also is 
knowing as a press ice bear working for South 
Africa :)

ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATIONADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION

In 2012, we will bring YOU:

more opinions

more photographs

more competitions

more videos

as you ASKED for in 2011!
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http://twitter.com/Evan_Rothman
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Maximum Attack! Mathieu Arzeno and his Sainteloc Racing Maximum Attack! Mathieu Arzeno and his Sainteloc Racing 
Peugeot 207 S2000 looked threateningly quick on the opening Peugeot 207 S2000 looked threateningly quick on the opening 
stages of the IRC Romania Sibiu Rally, but was retired after SS2 stages of the IRC Romania Sibiu Rally, but was retired after SS2 
with right-front suspension failure.with right-front suspension failure.
Picture: IRC SeriesPicture: IRC Series
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START RAMP



The Australian Motor Sport Foundation (AMSF) has 
launched a raffl e to help young Australian rally driver 
Molly Taylor raise funds for her 2012/2013 European 
and World Rally Championship (WRC) program.
 The ‘Molly Raffl e’ prize is the ultimate European 
supercar and F1 experience, with the prize including business 
class travel to Switzerland for one person, along with seven 
nights’ accommodation.
 It also includes four days driving a selection of 
‘supercars’ (such as Lamborghini, Aston Martin and Porsche) 
over some of the best roads in the world, with the fi nal 
destination being Monte Carlo where the winner will watch 
the Monaco F1 Grand Prix from a super yacht moored in 
Monaco Harbour..

 “I’m incredibly excited to offer such a unique 
experience as a way of taking my own dreams another step 
forward. Like the prize, this raffl e is an once-in-a-lifetime 
opportunity. I’m very grateful to the AMSF for helping me 
raise funds to further my career in Europe,” Molly says.
 Tickets are $100 each and available from Molly’s 
website (http://www.mollytaylor.com.au/raffl e). Offl ine 
purchases are also available, with details on the website. As 
an added bonus, everyone who buys a ticket is eligible for a 
range of discounts from Molly’s existing supporters.
 At 24, Molly has signed with international sports 
management group, United Business, to compete with Italy’s 
BP Racing in a Citroen DS3 R3T. Four events are already on 
the schedule with others being planned for.
 Molly’s fi rst rally with BP Racing was the Geko Rally 
Ypres in Belgium, followed by Rally Coppa Città di Lucca in 
Italy. With English co-driver Seb Marshall calling the notes, 

she will also be driving the Citroen DS3 in two rounds of 
the World Rally Championship, beginning with Nested Rally 
Finland next month (02 - 04 August).
 Molly is also delighted to announce a continuation 
of support from long-term sponsor, White line Suspension. 
The company has recognised the importance of competing 
in Europe, so she is looking forward to expanding on their 
partnership.
 “It obviously makes it more meaningful to have 
Aussie companies behind me and I’m excited to be helping 
them expand into the European markets.”
 Molly moved to Europe in 2009 to further her rally 
career. Last year she won a once-off scholarship to compete 
in the inaugural WRC Academy, a development series for 
young rally drivers from all over the world. 

Words: Handbrakes & Hairpins
Picture: United Business Racing
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SERVICE PARK



Andreas Mikkelsen and co-driver Ola Fløene have 
claimed Skoda’s 25th victory in the Intercontinental 
Rally Challenge (IRC) with a dominant performance on 
the Sibiu Rally.
 Mikkelsen, driving a Skoda UK Motorsport Fabia 
S2000, led from Friday’s opening stage and drove without 
fault to claim his second win of the season, a result that puts 
him 49 points clear in his bid to become the fi rst driver to 
secure back-to-back IRC titles.
 Sepp Wiegand was on course for his maiden IRC 

podium when broken right-rear suspension forced his 
retirement on SS10. The Skoda Auto Deutschland driver’s 
misfortune promoted Patrik Flodin to second place after the 
Petter Solberg Engineering driver had fought back from 45th 
position following early delays. His heroics earned him the 
prestigious Colin McRae IRC Flat Out Trophy.
 François Delecour completed the podium after the 
49-year-old French legend overcame a spate of damper 
failures in his Munaretto Sport Peugeot 207 S2000. Delecour 
was also able to celebrate fi nishing as the leading Romanian 
championship runner. Vitaliy Puskhar claimed his fi rst IRC 
Production Cup event win, while Robert Consani bagged his 
maiden success in the IRC 2WD Cup after former champion 

Harry Hunt hit trouble in the closing stages while leading.
 Mikkelsen was fastest on all seven of Friday’s runs 
to build an overnight advantage of 02m 44.1s. But while the 
Norwegian enjoyed a hugely impressive showing, several 
rivals hit trouble with Mathieu Arzeno, François Delecour, 
Patrik Flodin and Sepp Wiegand all out of luck during the 
course of the opemning day.
 Arzeno retired 05km from the fi nish of SS2 when a 
connecting bolt in his Saintéloc Racing Peugeot 207 S2000’s 
front-right suspension broke in the punishing conditions. The 
young French driver had hoped to restart on Day Two, but 
went no further after subsequent checks discovered a crack 
in the shock absorber top mounting.

Words: Handbrakes & Hairpins
Pictures: IRC Media
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 Flodin was less than four seconds off the lead 
starting SS2 when a broken left-rear wheel rim on his 
Hankook Petter Solberg Engineering M-Sport Ford Fiesta 
S2000 resulted in a defl ated tyre and a huge time loss. 
Wiegand lost one minute with a left-rear puncture on the 
same stage, while Delecour was one of several drivers to be 
slowed in the hanging dust clouds on SS4, which restricted 
visibility considerably and forced some to come to a complete 
stop. Although organisers responded by increasing the 
interval between each car to four minutes for the two night 
stages, the dust remained a huge menace and resulted in a 
somewhat disjointed leaderboard.
 Gergély Szabó ran as high as second on his fi rst 
rally in a Eurosol Racing Team Fabia, but time lost through 

a brace of punctures meant that he was fourth overnight, 
one place ahead of top Romanian driver and IRC Production 
Cup leader Valentin Porcisteanu, who caused a stir when he 
equalled Mikkelsen’s fastest stage time through the Sibiu 
superspecial stage at the close of Day One.
 Flodin’s recovery fi ght back on Day One brought him 
up to sixth overall with Dream Team Ukraine’s Vitaliy Pushkar 
a hugely impressive seventh in his IRC Production Cup-
chasing Ralliart Mitsubishi Lancer Evolution X.
 Andreas Aigner’s bid for a third-straight victory in 
the IRC Production Cup ended when his Stohl Racing Subaru 
Impreza R4 STI suffered a broken wheel on SS2. But there 
were no such problems for IRC 2WD Cup title leader Harry 
Hunt, who overtook Robert Consani’s Renault Clio R3 for 

the Class lead on the fi nal night stage of the opening day to 
climb into tenth overall.
 Mikkelsen began Day Two with a comfortable 
margin. Although Wiegand topped Saturday’s opening stage, 
Mikkelsen wasn’t fl ustered, citing his cautious approach – 
and his decision to carry two spare tyres compared to one on 
Friday – for his small drop off in pace.
 The Norwegian was less circumspect on the mixed-
surface Șanta Max run that followed to go fastest before 
a front-right puncture 5km from the fi nish of SS10 helped 
Flodin to a fi rst stage best. But two further stage wins in the 
afternoon, including the event-closing superspecial on the 
outskirts of Sibui, ensured a comfortable winning margin of 
more than fi ve and a half minutes, an IRC record.



 “We won with a good margin, but it was a very 
tough event,” said Mikkelsen. “The roads were very rough 
and for us it was a case of taking no risks and driving to 
avoid all the big rocks, especially after we’d opened up a big 
gap by the end of day one. This victory is a fantastic feeling 
for the whole Skoda UK Motorsport team, and if it wasn’t for 
their great work I wouldn’t be here. We’ve been so close in 
the last rounds with a lot of second places, so it’s great to be 
back on the top step of the podium.”
 Flodin completed Day One in sixth place and 
frustrated after a costly puncture on SS2 – caused by a 
broken wheel rim – and the signifi cant delay encountered in 
the dust clouds that proved such a menace on SS4 and SS7. 
But a brace of top-two stage times on Saturday morning 

rejuvenated the Swede who moved into third when Delecour 
had to drive through SS9 with a broken front-right shock 
absorber. Flodin suffered problems of his own on Day Two, 
with a broken driveshaft and powersteering glitch affecting 
his pace through SS11. However, with Delecour suffering 
more broken shock absorber woes, Flodin’s second place was 
never truly threatened.
 Wiegand was almost 02m 40sec clear in second 
place when he picked up a puncture on SS10. Rather than 
stopping to change the damaged wheel the 21-year-old 
rising star elected to carry only for his car’s right-rear 
shock absorber to break and force his retirement when a 
connection failed.
 Having been plagued by a spate of punctures on 

Day One, Swiss Michaël Burri was hoping for a change of 
fortune on Saturday. Instead, an errant stone broke the 
timing belt on his Saintéloc Racing Peugeot 207 S2000, 
which caused the car’s engine to fail. His team-mate Mathieu 
Arzeno didn’t restart following his SS2 exit due to a crack 
being discovered in the shock absorber top mounting.
 Marco Tempestini was in seventh place when 
his privateer Fabia suffered clutch failure. Dan Girtofan 
continued under restart rules on Day Two and set some 
impressive times in his Skoda Romania-backed entry. A 
broken right-rear wheel ended Gergély Szabó’s challenge 
after SS8. The Hungarian had run as high as second in his 
Eurosol Fabia, which he was using in competition for the fi rst 
time.



 Valeriy Pushkar impressed with his maiden IRC 
Production Cup win after fi ghting back from a double 
puncture on Saturday’s opener. Valentin Porcisteanu started 
the day leading the category as the top Romanian driver 
when disaster struck on SS9: “After 3km from the start we 
got a puncture and it damaged the steering,” he said. “Then 
the car fell down from the jack, later Vitaliy passed us and 
we didn’t see anything in the dust.” 
 Porcisteanu eventually fi nished third in Class behind 
team-mate Edwin Keleti. Slovenian lady driver Aska Zupanc 
took fourth with Bogdan Marisca fi fth and Marius Klein sixth. 
Title leader Andreas Aigner did not restart in his Stohl Racing 
Subaru Impreza R4 STI following his exit on SS2 with broken 
suspension.
 Robert Consani landed his fi rst victory in the IRC 
2WD Cup in a hugely impressive sixth overall at the wheel 
of his Renault Clio R3. The French ace trailed Harry Hunt 
by almost a minute with three stages remaining but took 

advantage when Hunt was slowed by a broken right-rear 
shock absorber, which caused two punctures and his rear 
brakes to falter. Despite the numerous setbacks Hunt fought 
his way to the fi nish in second with Vlad Cosma third and 
Alexandru Filip fourth in another Clio R3. Serban Tomita 
gave Honda reason to celebrate by heading home category 
regular Davide Catania in ninth place. The Japanese make’s 
lead driver Martin Kangur was a favourite for victory but 
a succession of punctures wrecked his hopes, which were 
fi nally ended when a rock broke his Civic Type R’s fuel tank 
on Friday’s fi nal run. He elected not to restart on Day Two.

IRC Romania Sibiu Rally Final Overall Classifi cation:
01) A. Mikkelsen/O. Floene 
       Skoda Fabia S2000 - 02h 15m 28.0s
02) P. Flodin/G. Bergsten
       Ford Fiesta S2000 + 05m 33.8s
03) F. Delecour/D. Savignoni
       Peugeot 207 S2000 + 11m 56.9s
04) V. Pushkar/I. Mishyn
       Mitsubishi Lancer Evo + 13m 57.2s
05) E. Keleti/B. Csomortani
       Mitsubishi Lancer Evo + 14m 45.6s
06) R. Consani/C. Consani
       Renault Clio R3 + 17m 26.7s
07) V. Porcisteanu/D. Dobre
       Mitsubishi Lancer Evo + 18m 04.6s
08) H. Hunt/R. Durant
       Citroën DS3 R3 + 18m 46.6s
09) V. Cosma/F. Dorca
       Citroën C2 R2 + 20m 56.3s
10) A. Zupanc/S. Trcek
       Mitsubishi Lancer Evo + 21m 14.0s
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Mads Ostberg and Jonas Andersson (Ford Fiesta RS 
WRC) stormed to a comfortable win in their outing at 
the auto24 Rally Estonia on the weekend. This event 
served as happy training grounds for a handful number 
of World Rally Championship (WRC) crews preparing 
for WRC Neste Oil Rally Finland next weekend, but the 
action throughout the leader board was fi erce.
 At the end of Day One, last year’s edition winners 
Ostberg/Andersson led the overall leader board. Second 
place overall was claimed by Citroën Junior Team’s Thierry 
Neuville/Nicolas Gilsoul, some 20.7 seconds adrift of the 
leaders.
 Ostberg commented: “We had a good day, but still 
I’m not totally satisfi ed. We’re going to do some changes

with the setup and try to get the confi dence back after Rally 
Bohemia [where Ostberg and Andersson were hospitalised 
for observation after a heavy crash]. Thierry is also pushing 
and we’re doing the same.”
 Neuville, who played catchup with Ostberg 
throughout Day One’s speed tests in his Citroën DS3 WRC, 
commented: “I’m pretty satisfi ed with the day. On the last 
stage I lost some time, but it’s okay. With no test and just 
two run of the Shakedown before the rally, we should be 
happy having second place. Some setups were also tested.”
 The fi rst of the local entrants, Georg Gross/
Raigo Mõlder (Ford Focus WRC) placed third overall at the 
overnight halt, some 43 seconds off the leaders. Martin 
Prokop/Zdenek Hruza (Ford Fiesta RS WRC), pushed hard 
for fourth place overall, in a battle with Gross for the fi nal 
podium position.  The fi rst S2000 crew was Karl Kruuda/
Martin Järveoja (Ford Fiesta S2000), while the leaders in 

Group N were Kaspar Koitla/Alo Ivask (Mitsubishi Lancer Evo 
IX). Class A6/N3 leaders were Markus Abram/Jarmo Võsa 
(Honda Civic Type-R) and in National Category Marko Mänty/
Joni Mäkelä (Honda Civic Type-R) were tops.
 As the second day of this rally dawned, rally fans 
were in for an epic battle between Ostberg and Neuville. 
Ostberg charged through the stages and claimed two stage 
wins on his way to the top step of the winners’ podium. In 
fact, Ostberg stretched his lead over Neuville to 26.5 seconds 
at the fi nish line to highlight his pace for the upcoming WRC 
Neste Oil Rally Finland. 
 Said the winner Østberg: “It was a good battle 
between myself and Thierry. We did some changes to the 
setup in the morning that didn’t work very well so we 
changed it back. It was for us a very important rally for 
Finland: we tested different setups and got lot of confi dence. 
The organization of the auto24 Rally Estonia was great, with 

Words: Handbrakes & Hairpins
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good stages, lots of spectators and good atmosphere.”
 Thierry Neuville added: “It was for us the fi rst time 
to race in Estonia. The stages were as good as we hoped, 
maybe even a little bit better. Okay, we didn’t win the rally 
but it was anyway for us a good preparation before Neste Oil 
Rally Finland. And I think we have to come back next year to 
get the auto24 Rally Estonia trophy helmet.”
 Third place overall went to the best Estonian crew, 
Georg Gross and Raigo Mõlder (Ford Focus WRC) losing
01min 44.9sec to Ostberg. Fourth overall went to Martin 
Prokop/Zdenek Hruza (Ford Fiesta RS WRC), and fi fth overall
to Karl Kruuda/Martin Järveoja driving a Ford Fiesta S2000.
 The best Group N crew was Kaspar Koitla/Alo Ivask
(Mitsubishi Lancer Evo IX) in sixth position overall. The Class 
A6/N3 winners were Markus Abram/Jarmo Võsa (Honda 
Civic Type-R), and in the national category Marko Mänty/Joni 
Mäkela (Honda Civic Type-R).
 The auto24 Rally Estonia also formed a round of 
the European Rally Championshiop for Historic Cars. Ford 
WRC star Jari-Matti Latvala had a weekend off from his team 
duties, and he had fun in Estonia in his Ford Escort MkII 
BDA. Showing very competitive stage times, Latvala and co-
driver Asko Sairanen won the auto24 Rally Estonia Historic 

2012. Jari-Matti’s father Jari won this same event in 2011 in 
the same rally machine. Second place in the Historics and 
Class win in Category 4 went to Valter Jensen/Erik Pedersen 
driving in the legendary Lancia 037. Third place overall and 
second in Category 3 was claimed by Mika Turkki/Mikko 
Tuominenen (Opel Ascona 400). Category 2’s fastest pairing 
were Mats Myrsell/Esko Junttila (Porsche 911 RS), while 
in Category 1 the winners were Sverre Norrgard/Eugen 
Damsted (BMW 2002 Ti). H&H

auto24 Rally Estonia Final Overall Classifi cation:
01) M. Ostberg/J. Andersson
       Ford Fiesta RS WRC - 01h 20m 20.8s
02) T. Neuville/N. Gilsoul
       Citroën DS3 WRC + 26.5s
03) G. Gross/R. Molder
       Ford Focus RS WRC + 01m 44.9s
04) M. Prokop/Z. Hruza
       Ford Fiesta RS WRC + 02m 39.5s
05) K. Kruuda/M. Jarveoja
       Ford Fiesta S2000 + 03m 46.1s
06) K. Koitla/A. Ivask
       Mitsubishier Lancer Evo IX + 04m 18.2s
07) A. Lukyanuk/A. Arnautov
       Mitsubishi Lancer Evo IX + 04m 35.0s
08) A. Neiksans/P. Dzirkalis
       Mitsubishi Lancer Evo X + 04m 56.2s
09) J. Vorobjovs/G. Zicans
       Mitsubishi Lancer Evo X + 05m 04.9s
10) R. Aus/S. Koskinen
       Mitsubishi Lancer Evo IX + 05m 15.6s
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Prodrive has built the world’s fi rst new generation 
right hand drive (RHD) World Rally car. The new 
MINI John Cooper Works WRC will be driven by Derek 
McGeechan at the Lurgan Park Rally this weekend.
 The car, based on the latest specifi cation MINI WRC, 
has been six months in the making and is fully homologated 
for use in any FIA accredited championship. It has a unique 
bodyshell with the roll cage modifi ed to accommodate the 
steering support and a new RHD drive steering rack. The 

gear lever and hand brake have been relocated within 
the cockpit, while changing the steering position has also 
necessitated modifi cations to the wiring loom and seat 
brackets. Under the bonnet the car is the same except for 
the relocation of the electric water pump to accommodate 
the steering rack.
 This is not the fi rst time Prodrive has built a RHD 
World Rally Car, as several examples of the Subaru Impreza 
WRC were produced, although the modifi cation on this car 
kept the standard LHD steering rack with the steering column 
being rerouted within the cockpit.
 Steve Smith, MINI WRC sales manager, said: “The 

MINI WRC has proven very popular in Ireland and ever since 
we launch the MINI last year, there has been great demand 
for a right hand drive version. It has taken a lot of work re-
engineering the standard car to get to the fi nished fully FIA 
homologated car, but the result is everything we could have 
hoped for.”
 The RHD MINI WRC is available at the same price 
as the LHD car and comes with all the engine and chassis 
upgrades introduced on the car in March.

Words: Handbrakes & Hairpins
Picture: Prodrive
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Raffle is organised by the 
Australian Motor Sport Foundation Ltd.

Closing Date 26th December, 2012. Winner will be randomly selected on 31st December, 2012 at 3pm, at Suite 85, 515 Kent Street, Sydney. Result published in The Australian Newspaper public notices on 2nd January, 2013 & on the AMSF website: www.amsf.org.au.   
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CliCk here for more details on all molly taylor supporters bonuses 

the australian motor sport foundation are proud to throw their support behind  
a fundraising program for AMSF International Rising Star, Molly Taylor. By purchasing tickets to win  
The Ultimate Driving Tour you will be assisting the young Australian rally driver to further her rally 
career in Europe and the World Rally Championship. Raffle Ticket purchase includes automatic 
membership  
to the Molly Taylor Supporters club.  

in addition, every raffle ticket entitles you to access generous bonuses offered by the Molly 
Taylor Supporters listed below. Just quote your raffle ticket number to take advantage of these deals.

•	Return	business	class	travel	to	Switzerland	from	your	nearest	capital	city
•	7	nights	accommodation
•	All	hire	of	Supercars	
•	4	days	of	driving	spectacular	scenic	routes	
•	Welcome	dinner	and	drinks	in	Geneva	
•	Luxury	Transfers	to/from	Monte	Carlo	for	the	F1	
•	Detailed	route	instruction/navigation	with	experienced	guides	
•	Grand	Prix	of	Monaco	on	a	Superyacht	in	the	Monte	Carlo	Marina	including	full	catering/bar

CliCk here for full itinerary details

the ultimate european 

19 - 26 may, 2013
Supercar & F1 experience  

'With the support of the 
australian motor sport 
foundation, i am inCredibly 
exCited to offer suCh a unique 
experienCe. like the prize, 
this raffle is also a onCe in a 
lifetime opportunity for me to 
help faCiliate my 2012 - 2013  
european and World rally 
programme.  your support  
is greatly appreCiated!

D e s i g n  b y  g A s   C R e A T i V e . C o m . A u

http://www.mollytaylor.com.au
http://www.mollytaylor.com.au


Rallying in Romania is a surprisingly popular sport for non-Rallying in Romania is a surprisingly popular sport for non-
Europeans to comprehend. The beautiful country offers dramatic Europeans to comprehend. The beautiful country offers dramatic 
rally roads, hospitable and sport-loving citizens, the IRC Romania rally roads, hospitable and sport-loving citizens, the IRC Romania 
Sibiu Rally was one of the most popular events on their calendar Sibiu Rally was one of the most popular events on their calendar 
thus far in 2012...thus far in 2012...
Picture: IRC SeriesPicture: IRC Series
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